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AKZENTZ PRODUCT LINE

Akzentz Professional is constantly releasing new and award-winning nail products. Through extensive research and 
innovation, Akzentz Professional, has earned the reputation as a formidable force in the beauty industry. With 
exclusive formulations designed to inspire and support the skills of professional nail technicians around the globe, 
our team of chemists and chemical engineers strive for perfection when creating Akzentz Professional nail 
products.

- AKZENTZ GELS are 100% Formulated and Manufactured in Canada

- ODOURLESS All of our gels are odour free meaning they are healthier for you and your environment.

- DURABLE Akzentz nail gels are self-leveling and easy to use, with the durability that clients demand.

- NATURAL Akzentz products and gels will leave your nails looking beautiful and feeling natural.  
     Our wide variety of colours maintain clarity and do not discolour or lose their high  
     gloss shine.

- DIVERSITY Akzentz offers a comprehensive line of gels and tools that allows you to   
       expand your services to new heights and to unleash your creativity.

- CRUELTY FREE, SOLVENT FREE AND VEGAN.
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SHINE-ON
Tack free (non-wipe), shatterproof top gloss with superior shine and mirror-like finish. Shine-On can be applied over any Akzentz gel for 
a flawless finish. It is easy to apply and to soak off. Like all of our gels, Shine-On is 100% pure gel and solvent free. 15ml/.5oz.

  - Can be applied over any cured gel as a final top coat   - 100% pure gel
  - Adds amazing shine without yellowing over time    - Reliable Akzentz quality.
  - LED 30 sec. cure / UV 2 min. cure       - Works with any gel or acrylic 

MATTE-ON 
A top coat gel that can be applied over any cured gel to add a velvety matte look and feel. Like all Akzentz gels, Matte-On is 100% 
pure gel and solvent free. 15ml/.5oz. 

  - Adds velvety matte look and feel         - 100% pure gel  
  - Instantly modernize existing gel collection      - Reliable Akzentz quality
  - LED 30 sec. cure / UV 2 min. cure      - Can be applied over any cured gel as a final top coat

LIGHTS-OUT
A quick soak-off gel applied between the colour and top coat to add a fun and long-lasting glow in the dark effect. Lights-Out comes 
in an easy to apply “polish” format and can be used with any gel system. 15ml/.5oz.

   - Glows for hours    -  100% pure gel   
   - Odour free and soaks off in minutes     -  Reliable Akzentz quality  
   - LED 30 sec. cure / UV 2 min. cure   -  Can be applied over any cured gel colour 

BLACK-ON / WHITE-ON
Skip a step or two when using Pearlescent Powder with this One Coat Coverage - built in high gloss shine. The difference is like night 
and day. 15ml/.5oz

  -  Fully pigmented Top Coat    - 100% pure gel
  -  Perfect combination for Pearlescent Powder  - Reliable Akzentz quality
  - LED 30 sec. cure / UV 2 min. cure   - Non-wipe Colour

X-BOND
A universal bonding gel, designed to flawlessly integrate with all of your favourite Akzentz gel systems. X-BOND provides the ultimate 
bond, for even the most troublesome lifters. X-BOND is the perfect base coat for Gel Polish, Hard Gel Sculptures, Soak Off Gel 
systems & more. 15ml/.5oz 

  -  Superior Bond     - 100% pure gel
  -  Works with all Akzentz Gels   - Reliable Akzentz quality
  -  LED 30 sec. cure / UV 2 min. cure

UV/LED SPECIALTY COATS
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Luxio By Akzentz is pure luxury in a bottle. This creamy, lavishly and rich formula ensures smooth, even coverage every time. Luxio 
is a gel formula, allowing for ease of application and unsurpassed durability all while maintaining the integrity of the natural nail health. 
The perfectly crafted brush with an unique flat stem allows you to easily adjust the amount of product on your brush. A four sided 
gripped handle rests perfectly in the hand, no dripping or pooling on the nail plate – Luxio gives you complete control and allows for 
the smoothest, most precise gel polish application every time.

UV/LED LUXIO

LUXIO BASE GEL
Designed to work in perfect harmony 
with all Luxio colours. Easy application, 
gentle to soak off with no damage to the 
natural nail. 15ml/0.5oz

LUXIO GLOSS GEL
Long lasting high gloss shine. Can be 
used with all Akzentz gels. 15ml/0.5oz

LUXIO BUILD
Designed to create the perfect arch, 
fix corner breaks, and picture perfect 
natural nails overlays. 15ml/0.5oz

LUXIO COLOURS
Highly pigmented formula ensures 
smooth, even coverage every time. 
With more than 160 different colours to 
choose from. 15ml/0.5oz

LUXIO SPARKLES/GLITTERS
Beautiful colour full of glitter. 15ml/0.5oz

LUXIO PASTELS
Soft but full coverage, perfect for a 
fantastic summer look. 15ml/0.5oz

LUXIO EFFECTS
Beautiful top coat with built-in sparkles 
to go over any Akzentz gel. 15ml/0.5oz

LUXIO BRIGHTS
A bright and dazzling variety of 
colours to create eye-catching looks. 
15ml/0.5oz
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BLING ON 
Thick viscosity, extra strong gel designed 
to keep gems, stones and embellishments 
securely on the nail. 4gr./.14 oz

Akzentz Gel Play UV/LED Soak Off Gels, is specifically designed for nail art. Bring out your creative spirit with the unmatched 
potential of these highly pigmented colours and glitters. Gel Play is the ultimate choice for creating show-stopping nail art.

UV/LED GEL PLAY

GEL PLAY PAINTS 
Highly pigmented colours designed 
for detailed nail art. 4gr./.14oz

GEL PLAY GLITTERS 
Shades of vibrant, heavily pigmented 
glitters. 4gr./.14oz

GEL PLAY LINE-IT
Fine liner gels with maximum pigment 
and control, for effortless line designs 
and art. 4gr./.14oz

PEARLESCENT POWDER 
A superfine powder pigment designed 
to produce a pearlescent finish when 
applied over Gel Colour. 4gr./.14oz

GLITTER ME
Gel base with just the right consistency 
for adding glitters to create personal 
glitter gels. 4gr./.14oz

GEL PLAY GLITTER SHIFTERS
Sparkling glitters that shift their tone 
depending on the base colour. 
Available in 4gr./.14oz

GEL PLAY GLITZ
Ultra glam glitters to lay flat when 
applied to maximize shimmer. 
4gr./.14oz

GEL PLAY LACE
Glitter designed to lay flat when 
applied. 4gr./.14oz
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Akzentz Options UV/LED Soak Off Gels, offer the perfect complement to any of your professional nail services. From sculptured 
gel enhancements to the ultimate gel colour manicure or pedicure, Options delivers strength, flawless results and long lasting wear. 
Professionally applied by using a gel brush for the precision and control you desire. Our complete line of Options UV/LED Soak-Off 
Gels are completely odourless, free of harmful ingredients, and can be effortlessly soaked-off preserving the health of the natural nails.

UV/LED OPTIONS

OPTI-BOND 
A bonding gel that delivers a superior 
adherence to the natural nail. 4gr/.14oz 
and 25gr/.88oz

OPTIONS BASE 
Thin viscosity gel that offers excellent 
bonding. 4gr/.14oz and 25gr/.88oz

OPTIONS CLEAR 
A clear self-leveling gel that offers 
strength, flexibility and high gloss finish. 
4gr/.14oz and 45gr/ 1.6oz

OPTIONS CRYSTAL CLEAR 
Stain resistant clear self-leveling gel that 
provides strength and flexibility with a 
high gloss finish. 4gr/.14oz

OPTIONS PINK 
Multi-functional translucent pink to 
enhance the nail bed. 4gr/.14oz and 
25gr/.88oz

BRITE WHITE / SCULPTURING WHITE
Brite White is an ultra-bright white that is easy to 
use and applies like a gel colour / Sculpturing 
White is a soft white, medium viscosity, self-leveling 
gel for building a perfect French finish. 4gr/.14oz

OPTIONS COLOUR
Creamy, rich and flawless colours. 
Available in more than 185 colours. 
4gr/.14oz

OPTIONS ICE / PASTEL 
Ice: Beautiful colours full of shimmer 
/ Pastel: Soft pastel shades fully 
pigmented 4gr/.14oz

OPTIONS GEL ART
Colours loaded with pigment, perfect 
for Nail Art. 4gr/.14oz

OPTIONS SPARKLES / AURORA 
Shades of vibrant, heavily pigmented 
glitters. 4gr/.14oz

OPTIONS GLASS 
Translucent with variety of colours to 
choose from. 4gr/.14oz

OPTIONS BRIGHTS
Bright and flashy colours. 4gr/.14oz
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Akzentz Pro-Formance UV/LED Hard Gel, is the perfect choice for creating beautiful nail enhancements. The high quality and strength is 
achieved through Diamond Strength Technology (DST) which utilizes superior molecular cross-linking. Pro-Formance will maintain its durability 
regardless of your client’s lifestyle. All Pro-Formance series gels are solvent free, odourless and preserve clients natural nail condition. Pro-
Formance Gels offer a wide variety of choice in viscosity, colour, opacity and strength – allowing you to create the perfect enhancement for 
your individual clients needs.

UV/LED PRO-FORMANCE

ADHERE
Creates an adhesive gel coating for a 
superior bond to the natural nail. Only a 
thin layer is required. 7g/.25oz

ENHANCE 
Easy to apply, thin viscosity self-leveling 
gel that has strength and durability. Cures 
with a high gloss shine. Available in 
Translucid Pink and Clear. 7g/.25oz and 
45g/1.6oz

BALANCE
Easy to apply, medium viscosity gel that 
self-levels but does not run into the cuticle. 
Balance is strong, hard and durable. 
Available in Clear, Cool Pink and Warm 
Pink. 7g/.25oz and 45g/1.6oz

FOUNDATION COVERAGE
Easy to apply, medium viscosity gel 
that self-levels but does not run into the 
cuticle. Available in Blush, Nude and Pink. 
7g/.25oz and 45g/1.6oz

TRINITY 3 IN 1
Trinity is designed to function as a base 
coat, an overlay or extension, as well 
as a top gloss and can be applied in a 
single step. 7g/.25oz and 45g/1.6oz

STRUCTURE
Medium-thick viscosity gel for maximum 
control along with strength and durability. 
Cures to a high gloss shine. 7g/.25oz and 
45g/1.6oz

CONTROL  WHITE / FORMATION WHITE
Control White is a medium viscosity that 
partially self-levels without running on the 
nail, and Formation White is an ultra-white 
thick viscosity sculpturing gel for the perfect 
French finish. 7g/.25oz and 45g/1.6oz

ULTRA GLOSS
Superior high gloss sealant with a crystal 
clear finish that is resistant to staining or 
yellowing. 7g/.25oz and 45g/1.6oz
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PREP & WIPE
Cleans, dehydrates and prepares the natural nail for 

any application. 120ml/4oz & 480ml/16oz.

SOAK OFF
A lightly scented solution to remove Soak Off Gels 

from natural nails. 120ml/4oz & 480ml/16oz.

SURE BOND
Cleans, dehydrates and conditions the natural nail. 
Contains a bonding agent. 15ml/.5oz & 60ml/2oz

AFFIXIT
A non-acid primer that leaves a tacky surface to aid in 

bonding on even the most troublesome nails. 15ml/.5oz 

NAIL & CUTICLE OIL
Enriched with a blend of essential oils to heal, 

condition and soften cuticles. 15ml/.5oz & 120ml/4oz

NATURAL NAIL STRENGTHENER
A cream conditioner to strengthen natural nails. 

28g/1oz

3D GEL ART POWDER
Simply mix it with your choice of Akzentz Colour Gel, 

to create any 3D design you desire. 20gr/.7oz

GEL WIPES
Lint free squares to clean your gel brush or remove 

sticky residue from gels. 200 Pcs 

COMPACT LAMP
Auto sensors, removable stainless-steel 

bottom tray and 9 strategically-placed silicone 
encapsulated SMD LEDS.

LED LAMP
A precisely-calibrated 4-finger lamp for rapid curing 

with removable bottom tray, and 5, 20, or 30 
second preset timers

AKZENTZ HYBRID-PRO
Cure LED in 30 sec and UV in 60 sec. Touch 

sensor activation with timer pre-sets of 10, 30, and 
60 seconds. 

FOIL WRAPS
Remove Akzentz Soak Off Gels comfortably and 

easily with this flexible foil wraps.
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Essential products used in the application of Akzentz Gel systems. Our Essentials line includes only the highest quality products made 
from the finest ingredients.

AKZENTZ ESSENTIALS



RECTANGLE FORMS
To build nail extensions without nail tips. Allows a 

strong and perfect fit around the nail. Available in a 
roll of 500.

PRO TAB FORMS
Proffesional Nail extension forms, designed for 

different nail shapes. Offers strong adhesion and 
optimal arch. Available in a roll of 300

WHITE AKZENTZ CLASSIC FILES 7”
100/100, 150/150, 100/180, 

180/180, 240/240
AKZENTZ ZEBRA FILES 7” 100/180

WHITE AKZENTZ CURVED FILES 7”
100/100, 150/150, 

100/180, 180/180, 240/240

AKZENTZ BUFFERS
Available in White Block Buffer, Mini Sponge 3.5”, 

White 120/180 Sponge and Tri-Sided Block Buffer

FLAT GEL #106 
A synthetic brush with a long and flat shape. A larger 

sized brush useful for scooping larger amounts of 
gel to build extensions.

SQUARE GEL #107
A synthetic brush with a basic, shorter square 

shape. 8mm brush.

OVAL GEL #108 
A synthetic brush with an oval shape. The round 
shape helps with control when creating curved 

surfaces. 8mm brush.

ART PALETTE
Features 42 wells. Folds shut, and snaps closed to 
limit light exposure prolong the life of your stored Gel 

Play colours.

EMPTY BRUSHES CASE
A black case with space for ten brushes and a 
spatula. Made to easily acces and protect your 

brushes with a zipper closure.

IMPLEMENT SET
Akzentz white Implement Set includes seven 

pieces designed for a professional manicure and 
pedicure.

METAL CUTICLE PUSHER
Designed to easily push back the cuticle. Available 
with arrow head/flat head or spoon head/curved 

angle.
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SHORT ART LINER #1
A natural bristle brush with a small and flat shape. A 
very short, fine brush for making delicate designs. 

4.5mm brush. Cap included. 

ART LINER #2
A short, fine brush good for drawing detailed 

designs 9mm brush. Cap included.

LONG ART LINER #3
A long fine brush good for drawing lines and special 

effects. Cap included. 

ART OVAL #4
A smaller round brush to control and support 

both art or general nail gel use.

ART OVAL #5
An excellent general purpose gel brush. 8.5mm 

brush, 5.5mm width. Cap included..

3D ART KOLINSKY #6 
Natural bristle brush, intended for use with our 3D 

Gel Art Powder. Cap included.

PREMIUM OVAL GEL KOLINSKY #111 
A natural bristle brush with a tapered oval shape. 
Provides firm but flexible control perfect for using 

around cuticles and the sides of nails. 

PREMIUM EDGE KOLINSKY #112
A natural bristle brush with an angled wedge shape. 
Excellent for making French-style edges and smile 

lines. 7mm brush. Cap included.

DELUXE SQUARE FLAT KOLINSKY #4
A natural bristle brush with a small and flat shape, to 

provide more control. 

ART MINI FLAT #7
A smaller fine brush for making delicate designs. 

Cap included.

ART MINI OVAL #8
A smaller oval art. An excellent general purpose gel 

brush. Cap included.

DELUXE OVAL ACRYLIC #9
A natural bristle brush with a long oval shape. The 

soft bristles head provide more control. 
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AKZENTZ EDUCATORS

International Certified Educators (ICE)
An ICE is an Internationally Certified Educator of Akzentz Professional Nail Products. These 
talented individuals have gone through years of vigorous training and experience in the 
industry and have obtained the highest status amongst their peers. Internationally Certified 
Educators represent Akzentz Professional through trade shows, education seminars and 
classes all over the world.

Akzentz Certified Educators (ACE)
An ACE is an Akzentz Certified Educator. These high-quality educators have been 
thoroughly selected and assessed through their dedication, skills and experience in the 
industry, allowing them to provide excellent education to their students. ACE are often 
present at trade shows across their region to show and share their knowledge of Akzentz 
Professional Nail Products.
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